Two-phase detectors for solar neutrino and dark matter
Two
Principle of two-phase cryogenic avalanche detector based on GEMs
-For solar neutrino and WIMP, primary ionization signal is weak → Signal amplification, namely electron avalanching in pure noble gases at cryogenic temperatures is needed -Detection of scintillations in liquid is needed, to provide fast signal coincidences in PET and to reject background in neutrino and WIMP detection -Electron avalanching at low temperatures has a fundamental interest itself.
Two-phase (liquid-gas) cryogenic avalanche detector using multi-GEM multiplier, with CsI photocathode on top of GEM Triple-GEM gain
Rather high gains are reached in all the gases studied. The maximum gain exceeds 10 5 and few tens of thousands in He and Ar and Kr, respectively. 
High-voltage divider and readout
-Divider: three identical circuits connected in parallel, each GEM being connected to one of them: -Protection against discharges induced by ion feedback between GEMs: if even one GEM breaksdown, electrical potentials on others do not increase. 
Two-phase Kr: gain-voltage characteristics
Gaseous Kr: Change of slope at low T indicates that the avalanche mechanism is modified? The signal in two-phase mode is larger than in gaseous mode, because the energy deposited by β-particle in the liquid is much larger than in the gas Ionization coefficients: accounting for associative ionization We have studied the performance of cryogenic avalanche detectors of ionizing radiation based on GEM multipliers and operated in gaseous and two-phase (liquid-gas) mode in pure He, Ar and Kr.
It was shown that GEM structures could successfully operate at cryogenic T, down to 120 K, both in gaseous and two-phase modes.
High gas gains, exceeding 10 4 , were obtained at cryogenic T in gaseous mode, in all noble gases studied. Electron avalanching at cryogenic T, in the range of 120-300 K, has either weak, in He, or moderate, in Ar and Kr, temperature dependence.
Stable avalanche mode of operation was observed in two-phase mode, in Kr at gains below 1000, indicating on possibility of long-term operation in avalanche mode in saturated vapor, using GEMs.
In two-phase mode, signals induced by X-rays and gammaquanta and beta-particles were successfully recorded, in current and pulse-counting mode, respectively. -Two-phase cryogenic particle and X-ray detectors: in He and Ne, for solar neutrino, and in Kr and Xe, for dark matter and PET/SPECT.
Conclusions
-High-pressure X-ray detectors in Xe and Kr, for mammography and radiography.
-Neutron detectors in compressed He 3 , He acting as both a detection and amplification medium.
-Sealed detectors.
Outlook: possible applications
